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I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, RF energy harvesting technology has become an interesting research issue for one of the eco-friendly energy reusing technologies. If RF energy harvesting system using CMOS process technology is applied into power transmission terminal and wireless communication, it will be great help to overcome the problem of battery efficiency. Since the RF energy floating in the air is the power of -30 dBm or less, generally it is not sufficient power to operate rectifier circuit in the RF energy harvesting system. Therefore, generally the rectifier circuit uses a Schottky diode having a low threshold voltage to minimize the loss of voltage and efficiency. However, the implementation of RF energy harvesting system using the Schottky diodes in CMOS process is difficult due to manufacturing cost and process technology. Therefore, the different design and research direction is necessary.

II. DESCRIPTION
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the proposed on-chip RF harvesting rectifier using a 0.11 um CMOS process. In this work, the rectifier circuit is a Villard voltage doubler structure using a diode connection MOSFET. The PMOS has a floating body structure in order to reduce body effect losses. Since the parasitic capacitance of MOSFET can cause the degradation in conversion efficiency, it is necessary to compensate these parasitic components. For this purpose, the inductor was used which can provide a form of virtual series resonant circuit with parasitic capacitance of both transistors. Furthermore, it is possible to increase the conversion efficiency by suppressing the harmonic components generated by the MOSFET and flattening DC signal using an off-chip low pass filter. The load resistor value was optimized for maximum conversion efficiency.

Fig. 1. Proposed RF energy harvesting rectifier circuit

III. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the die photo of the proposed on-chip RF harvesting rectifier. The whole chip area is 1280 × 780 um², including bonding pads. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the measured return loss (S11) characteristic, conversion efficiency and output DC voltage, respectively. From the result, the return loss is better than -12 dB in overall operating bandwidth. Efficiency of 15% or more is obtained for an input power of 7–20 dBm which can significantly affect in battery efficiency enhancement of near field communication systems.

Fig. 2. Die photo of the proposed RF energy harvesting rectifier

Fig. 3. Measurement result (a) Return loss characteristic (b) Output DC voltage and conversion efficiency
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